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ABSTRACT
Radiation-induced rescue effect (RIRE) in cells refers to the phenomenon where irradiated cells (IRCs) receive help
from feedback signals produced by partnered bystander unirradiated cells (UIRCs) or from the conditioned medium
(CM) that has previously conditioned the UIRCs. In the present work, we explored the role of poly (ADP-ribose)
polymerase 1 (PARP1) regulation in RIRE and the positive feedback loop between PARP1 and nuclear factor-kappalight-chain-enhancer of activated B cell (NF-κB) in RIRE using various cell lines, including HeLa, MCF7, CNE-2
and HCT116 cells. We first found that when the IRCs (irradiated with 2 Gy X-ray) were treated with CM, the relative
mRNA expression levels of both tumor suppressor p53-binding protein 1 (53BP1) and PARP1, the co-localization
factor between 53BP1 and γ H2AX as well as the fluorescent intensity of PARP1 were reduced. We also found that
IRCs treated with the PARP1 inhibitor, Olaparib (AZD2281) had a higher 53BP1 expression. These results illustrated
that PARP1 was involved in RIRE transcriptionally and translationally. We further revealed that treatment of IRCs
with CM together with Olaparib led to significantly lower mRNA expression levels and fluorescent intensities of
NF-κB, while treatment of IRCs with CM together the NF-κB inhibitor BAY-11-7082 led to significantly lower
mRNA expression levels as well as fluorescent intensities of PARP1. These results illustrated that PARP1 and NFκB were involved in the positive feedback loop transcriptionally and translationally. Thus, the results supported the
occurrence of a PARP1–NF-κB positive feedback loop in RIRE. The present work provided insights into potential
exploitation of inhibition of PARP1 and/or the PARP1–NF-κB positive feedback loop in designing adjuncts to cancer
radiotherapeutics.
Keywords: radiation-induced rescue effect (RIRE); PARP1; NF-κB; TNF-α; BAY-11-7082; Olaparib

INTRODUCTION
Radiation-induced rescue effect (RIRE) in cells refers to the phenomenon where irradiated cells (IRCs) acquire aids from feedback
signals produced by partnered bystander unirradiated cells (UIRCs) or
from the conditioned medium (CM) that has previously conditioned
the UIRCs [1–3]. RIRE was first reported by Chen et al. in 2011
[1]. RIRE is closely associated with the radiation-induced bystander
effect (RIBE) which refers to a phenomenon where UIRCs behave
as if they have been irradiated after being partnered with the IRCs or
after being treated with the medium that has previously conditioned
the IRCs. There were two widely adopted models for RIBE: (i) gap
junction intercellular communication (GJIC) between cells that were
in contact, and (ii) communication of soluble signal molecules secreted
by IRCs into the medium [4]. Interestingly, bystander cells played a

crucial role in regulating feedback signals for DNA repair, cell growth
and cell proliferation to rescue IRCs through activation of the cellsignaling cascade [5].
Subsequent to the first report of RIRE [1], this radiobiological
effect was observed by various research groups [6–10]. Different
mechanisms were proposed for RIRE. For example, cyclic adenosine
monophosphate (cAMP) [11] and nitric oxide (NO) [12–20] were
proposed to be involved in RIRE. Lam et al. [21, 22] found that
activation of the nuclear factor-kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated
B cell (NF-κB) pathway was responsible for triggering RIRE and
speculated that tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) could be a potential
cytokine in activating the NF-κB pathway. Subsequently, Kong
et al. [4] revealed that IRCs released bystander signals and induced
autophagy in bystander cells to release interleukin 6 (IL-6), which
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could potentially activate the NF-κB pathway in IRCs. Interested
readers are referred to the recent reviews on the different proposed
mechanisms [2, 3].
In mammalian cells, DNA repair is known to be regulated by several signal transduction pathways [23]. TNF-α was identified as one
such pro-inflammatory cytokine that induced cell-signaling pathways
to promote cell survival [24]. It was established that TNF-α regulated
biological responses through autocrine and paracrine signaling in the
presence of oxidative stress [25, 26]. In fact, it was previously established that TNF-α was involved in bystander signaling when exposed
to ionizing radiation [27]. Interestingly, TNF-α was also known to
induce activation of a DNA repair enzyme, poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 (PARP1) [28]. PARP1, a nuclear enzyme protein of 113 kDa,
located in the human 1q41–42 chromosome, was known for catalysis
of poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation of target proteins (PARylation) by using
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+ ) as a substrate for generating adenosine diphosphate ribose (ADP-ribose) monomers [29–
32]. In the presence of single-strand DNA (ssDNA) breaks, PARP1
was bound to the damaged DNA ends via its N-terminal DNA-binding
domain and was found to catalyse PARylation through its C-terminal
enzymatic domain [33–36]. It was also known to be involved in base
excision repair (BER) and double-strand DNA (dsDNA) break repair
pathways [34, 37]. During X-ray irradiation, generation of DNA strand
breaks increased the activity of this DNA repair enzyme [38] by promoting PARylation [39]. In this regard, the first objective of the present
work was to examine the involvement of PARP1 in RIRE. Four experiments were performed to achieve this objective. To begin with, we
needed to explore whether manifestation of RIRE was correlated with
the expression of PARP1 in the IRCs. Firstly, we used the relative
mRNA expression levels of 53BP1 in IRCs as a surrogate for the
manifestation of RIRE, and studied the correlation between the mRNA
expression levels of 53BP1 and PARP1 in IRCs that were treated with
or without the CM having previously conditioned the bystander cells
(partnered with IRCs). Upon irradiation of cells, 53BP1 was known
to hyperphosphorylate and co-localize with phosphorylated histone

H2AX (γ H2AX) in the megabase sites surrounding the regions of
DNA lesions [40]. Since co-localization of γ H2AX with 53BP1 was
a widely accepted marker for detecting dsDNA breaks [41–46], it
was also pertinent to study in the present work the co-localization
of these proteins. In particular, we captured and compared images of
IRCs treated with (i) fresh medium (FM) and (ii) CM to examine
the co-localization, which formed our second experiment. In addition,
we also captured and compared immunofluorescence images of IRCs
stained with anti-PARP1 antibody that had been treated with (i) FM
and (ii) CM to confirm the involvement of protein expression levels
of PARP1 in RIRE, which formed our third experiment. Finally, we
further examined whether IRCs treated with the PARP1 inhibitor,
Olaparib (OLA), could still exhibit RIRE.
Upon confirmation of involvement of PARP1 in RIRE, it was then
pertinent to study the relationship between the expression of PARP1
and the NF-κB pathway in the IRCs in RIRE, since activation of the
NF-κB pathway was previously found to be responsible for triggering
RIRE [4, 21, 22]. In fact, DNA-damage-induced PARP1 and TNF-α
were known to be important cofactors in the activation cascade of
the NF-κB complex [47], while interactions between PARP1 and
both subunits of NF-κB (p50 and p65) were required for the coactivation of one another [48]. It was also established that the stressinducible transcription factor NF-κB induced by TNF-α was required
to enhance the activity of PARP1 in the presence of DNA damage [49,
50]. These results outlined a positive feedback loop of PARP1 and NFκB in regulating DNA repair [51]. As such, the second objective of the
present work was to explore the positive feedback loop between PARP1
and NF-κB in RIRE. Three experiments were performed to achieve
this objective. Firstly, we compared the mRNA expression levels of
NF-κB in IRCs treated with CM, having previously conditioned the
bystander cells (partnered with IRCs), and in IRCs treated with CM
together with the PARP1 inhibitor OLA (CM + OLA). Secondly, we
compared the mRNA expression levels of PARP1 in IRCs treated with
CM having previously conditioned the bystander cells (partnered with
IRCs), and in IRCs treated with CM together with the NF-κB inhibitor
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram showing procedures for studying the rescue effect by separating the rescue signals (represented by
purple arrows) from the bystander signals (represented by brown arrows) through the preparation of the conditioned medium CM
(represented in pink). The irradiated cells (blue) in IR dish sending out the bystander signals to bystander cells (red) are different
from the irradiated cells (green) receiving the rescue signals. The experiments included three dishes, namely, the IR dish, CM dish
and recipient dish.
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BAY-11-7082 (CM+ BAY5). Finally, we also captured immunofluorescence images of (i) IRCs stained with anti-PARP1 antibody
that had been treated with CM together with the NF-κB inhibitor
(CM + BAY5), (ii) IRCs stained with anti-NF-κB p65 antibody
that had been treated with CM together with the PARP1 inhibitor
(CM + OLA), and compared these with the immunofluorescence
images of IRCs that had only been treated with CM. If there was a
positive feedback loop between PARP1 and NF-κB in RIRE, the first
experiment would show that NF-κB was transcriptionally reduced in
IRCs treated with the PARP1 inhibitor, the second experiment would
show that PARP1 was transcriptionally reduced in IRCs treated with
the NF-κB inhibitor, and the third experiment would show that (i)
the fluorescent intensitiy of PARP1 in IRCs was significantly reduced
when treated with CM together with the NF-κB inhibitor, and (ii) the
fluorescent intensity of NF-κB in IRCs was significantly reduced when
treated with CM together with the PARP1 inhibitor.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture
In order to achieve generality of the results as far as possible, a
total of four lines of cancer cells of different cancer types, including
carcinoma and adenocarcinoma, were employed in the present work,
namely, HeLa (cervical adenocarcinoma), MCF7 (mammary gland
adenocarcinoma), CNE-2 (nasopharyngeal carcinoma) and HCT116
(colorectal carcinoma) cells. HeLa cells (ATCC∗ CCL-2TM ) and
MCF7 cells (ATCC∗ HTB-22 TM ) were purchased from American
Type Culture Collection. CNE-2 cells were purchased from the
nasopharyngeal carcinoma AoE Cell Line Repository. The HCT116
cells were supplied by Dr B. Vogelstein ( Johns Hopkins University
School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD, USA) [52]. Authentication of
these cell lines was routinely performed by examining the morphology
of cells under the microscope. The cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s
Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) (Gibco∗ ), supplemented with 10%
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagrams showing experimental set-up and procedures for (a) control experiments without treatment (FM;
represented in light yellow), (b) experiments with transferred conditioned medium (CM; represented in pink), (c) experiments with CM plus PARP1 inhibitor (CM + OLA), and (d) experiments with CM plus NF-κB inhibitor (CM + BAY5). The
cells involved are irradiated cells (blue) in the IR dish, bystander cells (red) in the IR dish and irradiated cells (green) in the
recipient dish.
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fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Gibco∗ ) and 1% penicillin–streptomycin
(Gibco∗ ), incubated at 37◦ C in an environment containing humidified
5% CO2 and were routinely sub-cultured twice a week.

X-Ray irradiation
The X-RAD 320 irradiator (Precision X-ray Inc., North Branford, CT,
USA) was employed to perform X-ray irradiation, with applied voltage
and current of 200 kV and 10 mA, respectively, and a source-to-surface
distance of 50 cm. The filter made of 2 mm thick aluminum was used
to harden the X-ray beam, and the dose rate was set to ∼ 0.9 Gy/min.
For the experiments, 100 × 20 mm Petri dishes (Corning∗ ) tailormade with a hole (diameter = 7.5 mm) at the center and covered with
24 × 24 mm glass coverslips (Marienfeld SuperiorTM ) beneath the
dishes were utilized.
A total of 5 × 104 cells were plated on an irradiation (IR) dish and
recipient dishes, while 125 × 104 cells were plated on five 24 × 24 mm
glass coverslips (Marienfeld SuperiorTM ), and these were incubated
overnight before X-ray irradiation of cells in the IR dish. As illustrated
in Fig. 1, the irradiation and partnering procedures were adopted and
modified from a previous set-up [19, 21]. The irradiation experiments
included three sets of dishes: (i) IR dishes, containing cells for irradiation with an X-ray dose of 2 Gy, which were partnered (i.e. co-cultured)
with UIRCs; (ii) CM dishes, containing the CM that had conditioned

the bystander cells previously co-cultured with IRCs; (iii) recipient
dishes, containing cells first for irradiation with 2 Gy of X-ray, and then
for different further treatments. For clarification, it should be noted
that the IRCs in the recipient dishes were not the IRCs in the IR dish.
Three different experimental sets were obtained for each irradiation
experiment.
Depending on the different objectives of the various experiments
in the present work, different experimental set-ups were designed and
are illustrated in Fig. 2. The first experimental set-up is illustrated in
Fig. 2(a) and (b). Here, bystander cells were first partnered with IRCs
in IR dishes for 2 h. The bystander cells (and not the CM) were then
transferred into the CM dish with fresh medium, to make sure that
bystander signals generated by IRCs were not transferred. After 3 h,
CM from the CM dish was transferred to recipient dishes containing
IRCs, and these IRCs were further incubated for 12 h. At the same
time, control experiments were carried out through transferring fresh
DMEM medium (FM) to recipient dishes containing IRCs instead of
transferring CM from the CM dish to recipient dishes. The mRNA
expression levels of various genes were quantified using real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR), and after the cells were fixed, the protein
expression levels were determined from immunofluorescent staining.
The second experimental set-up involved the PARP1 inhibitor
Olaparib-AZD2281 (SelleckChem Inhibitors) at a concentration of
1 μM (hereafter referred to as OLA). The experiments were performed
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Fig. 3. Relative mRNA expression levels of 53BP1 in irradiated HeLa, MCF7, CNE-2 and HCT116 cells treated with fresh medium
(FM) or harvested conditioned medium (CM) having previously conditioned the bystander cells (partnered with IRCs) that were
incubated until 12 h post-irradiation. Data were analysed using Student’s t-test: two-sample assuming unequal variances. ∗ P < 0.05,
∗∗
P < 0.01 and error bars represent mean ± SD.
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as illustrated in Fig. 2(b) and (c). IRCs were immediately treated
post-irradiation with 15 mL of (1) CM and (2) CM + OLA. After
the various treatments for 1 h, 15 mL of FM was used to replace
the medium in the recipient dishes for 11.5 h (i.e. until 12 h postirradiation). The mRNA expression levels were quantified using realtime PCR while the protein expression levels were determined from
immunofluorescent staining after the cells were fixed.
The third experimental set-up involved the NF-κB inhibitor
BAY-11-7082 (SelleckChem Inhibitors) at a concentration of 5 μM
(hereafter referred to as BAY5), which followed the design in a
previous study [21]. The experiments were performed as illustrated in
Fig. 2(b) and (d). IRCs were immediately treated post-irradiation with
15 mL of (1) CM and (2) CM + BAY5. After the various treatments
for 30 min, 15 mL of FM was used to replace the medium in the
recipient dishes for 11.5 h (i.e. until 12 h post-irradiation). The mRNA
expression levels were quantified using real-time PCR and protein
expression levels were determined from immunofluorescent staining
after the cells were fixed.

RNA isolation and cDNA synthesis
RNA was isolated by using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen TM ) and 1 μg
of isolated RNA from each sample was transcribed to complementary
DNA using a PrimeScript TM RT reagent kit with gDNA Eraser (Takara
Bio, USA).

Analysis and quantification of mRNA using
real-time PCR

Quantitative PCR analysis in real-time was performed using SYBR∗
Premix Ex TaqTM (Tli RNaseH Plus) (Takara Bio, USA) according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. Signals were detected with a
StepOnePlusTM Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems, Biopolis, Singapore). One of the stable endogenous reference genes used
was glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) which is a
house-keeping gene known to express at similar levels under varying
experimental conditions, or in different states of a similar tissue or cellline [53–55]. The primer sequences for real-time PCR are shown in
Table 1.

Immunofluorescent staining
The cells were given a phosphate buffered saline (PBS)-wash and
were fixed in 4% formaldehyde at room temperature (RT) at 12 h
post-irradiation, then washed with PBS three times, permeabilized
in 0.2% Triton X-100 at 37◦ C and finally incubated with 5%
bovine serum albumin followed by immunostaining for several
primary antibodies including anti-PARP1 (EPR18461) (abcam,
ab191217) (1:500), anti-NF-κB p65 (phospho S536) (abcam,
ab86299) (1:500), anti-53BP1 (abcam, ab21083) (1:200) and
phospho-histone H2A.X (Ser139) (20E3) (Cell Signaling Technology, 9718) (1:200) at 4◦ C overnight. The cells were washed
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Fig. 4. Relative mRNA expression levels of PARP1 in irradiated HeLa, MCF7, CNE-2 and HCT116 cells treated with fresh medium
(FM) or harvested conditioned medium (CM) having previously conditioned the bystander cells (partnered with IRCs) that were
incubated until 12 h post-irradiation. Data were analysed using Student’s t-test: two-sample assuming unequal variances. ∗ P < 0.05,
∗∗
P < 0.01 and error bars represent mean ± SD.
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Table 1. List of primer sequences for quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction
Gene

Forward primer

Reverse primer

PARP1
53BP1
NF-κB
mGAPDH

GCCGAGATCATCAGGAAGTATG
GCCTGATCAATGGACCCTACTGGAAGTCAGG
GCAGATGGCCCATACCTTCA
CAAGAGCACAAGAGGAAGAGAG

ATTCGCCTTCACGCTCTATC [83]
CCGCTCGAGTTAGTGAGAAACATAATCGTGTTT [84]
CACCATGTCCTTGGGTCCAG [85]
CTACATGGCAACTGTGAGGAG [83]

again with PBS three times and incubated with either secondary
goat anti-rabbit IgG H&L (Alexa Fluor∗ 488) antibody (abcam,
ab150077) (1:500) or secondary goat anti-mouse IgG H&L (Texas
Red∗ ) antibody (abcam, ab6787) (1:500) at 37◦ C for 1 h. A Nikon
Ti-E motorized inverted fluorescence microscope (Nikon Instruments
Inc., Melville, NY, USA) was used to capture fluorescent images
with an objective magnification, analog gain and exposure of 40×,
6.2× and 500 ms, respectively. At least 100 cells in each sample
were counted and analysed. The results for protein expression levels
are quantitatively presented in terms of the fluorescent intensity,

which was quantified using the NIS-Elements Advanced Research
software (Nikon Instruments Inc., Melville, NY, USA). The fluorescent
intensity was evaluated using automated measurement analysis by
selecting a desired cell through a selection tool. On the other hand,
the results from co-localization experiments for 53BP1 and γ H2AX
foci are quantitatively presented in terms of the co-localization
factor, which was quantified using the NIS-Elements Advanced
Research software (Nikon Instruments Inc., Melville, NY, USA).
The co-localization factor is defined as [(fraction of co-localized
cells) × (fraction of co-localized foci per cell)] × 100. For example,
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Fig. 5. Representative images from immunofluorescence staining of co-localization between phospho-histone H2A.X and anti53BP1 antibodies in HeLa, MCF7, CNE-2 and HCT116 cells treated with fresh medium (FM) or harvested conditioned medium
(CM) having previously conditioned the bystander cells (partnered with IRCs) that were incubated until 12 h post-irradiation and
immunofluorescent staining was performed. Scale bar = 50 μm.
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if 80% of the cells show co-localization, and on an average 60% of the
foci in a cell show co-localization, the co-localization factor is given by
(0.8 × 0.6) × 100 = 48.

Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses were performed on the means of data obtained from
three individual experiments and performed in three sets (triplicates).
All data are represented here as mean ± standard deviation (SD).
One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was employed to analyse the
differences among more than two groups of data. Student’s t-tests
were employed to analyse the differences between two groups of data
(assuming unequal variances). For all comparisons, those corresponding to P < 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Involvement of PARP1 in RIRE
As per the first objective, through using the first experimental set-up,
we found that IRCs treated with FM had higher amounts of 53BP1 and
PARP1 proteins in comparison to CM treated IRCs, as shown in Figs 3
and 4. Figure 6 revealed co-localization factors between γ H2AX and
53BP1 foci of ∼ 85–90 in IRCs treated with FM, and ∼ 70–74 in IRCs
treated with CM. In other words, co-localized γ H2AX and 53BP1 foci
were found in larger amounts in IRCs treated with FM when compared
to those treated with CM, as shown in Fig. 5. Furthermore, these results
demonstrated that, for IRCs with similar treatment, the co-localization

factor between γ H2AX and 53BP1 foci, as well as the 53BP1 expression increased with PARP1 expression. The results shown in Figs 3–5
supported that PARP1 was involved in RIRE.
We also captured and compared immunofluorescence images of
IRCs stained with the anti-PARP1 antibody, which had been treated
with (1) FM and (2) CM to further confirm the involvement of PARP1
in RIRE. Representative images are shown in Fig. 7(a). The PARP1 fluorescent intensities obtained from the captured immunofluorescence
images are shown and compared in Fig. 7(b). The PARP1 fluorescent
intensities were significantly different for IRCs treated with (1) FM and
(2) CM, which further confirmed that PARP1 was involved in RIRE.
We further examined whether IRCs treated with the PARP1
inhibitor, OLA, could still exhibit RIRE. The results obtained using
the second experimental set-up revealed that the IRCs treated with
OLA (CM + OLA) led to a higher expression of 53BP1 as shown in
Fig. 8 when compared to those IRCs treated with CM alone. These
results demonstrated that in the absence of PARP1, the number of
DNA breaks in the IRCs was increased and thus RIRE was attenuated,
which again supported that PARP1 was involved in RIRE.

Positive feedback loop between NF-κB and
PARP1 in RIRE
As per the second objective, through using the second experimental
set-up, our results shown in Fig. 9 revealed that the mRNA expression levels of NF-κB in IRCs treated with CM having previously
conditioned the bystander cells (partnered with IRCs) together with
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Fig. 6. Co-localization factors of 53BP1 and γ H2AX in HeLa, MCF7, CNE-2 and HCT116 cells treated with FM and CM that were
incubated until 12 h post-irradiation and immunofluorescent staining was performed. Data were analysed using Student’s t-test:
two-sample assuming unequal variances following one-way ANOVA. ∗ P < 0.05, ∗∗ P < 0.01 and error bars represent ± SD.
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the PARP1 inhibitor OLA (CM + OLA) were significantly lower
than those in IRCs treated with CM only. In other words, NF-κB was
transcriptionally reduced in IRCs treated with the PARP1 inhibitor,
which supported the occurrence of the positive feedback loop between
PARP1 and NF-κB in RIRE.
Furthermore, through using the third experimental set-up, our
results shown in Fig. 10 revealed that the mRNA expression levels
of PARP1 in IRCs treated with CM having previously conditioned
the bystander cells (partnered with IRCs) together with the NFκB inhibitor BAY5 (CM + BAY5) were significantly lower than
those in IRCs treated with CM only. In other words, PARP1 was

transcriptionally reduced in IRCs treated with the NF-κB inhibitor,
which again supported the occurrence of the positive feedback loop
between PARP1 and NF-κB in RIRE.
Finally, through using the second or third experimental set-up,
we also captured immunofluorescence images of IRCs stained with
(1) anti-PARP1 antibody that had been treated with CM together
with the NF-κB inhibitor (CM + BAY5), and (2) anti-NF-κB p65
antibody that had been treated with CM together with the PARP1
inhibitor (CM + OLA). Representative images are shown in Figs 11
and 12. The PARP1 and NF-κB fluorescent intensities obtained from
the captured immunofluorescence images are shown and compared in
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Fig. 7. (a) Representative images from immunofluorescence staining with anti-PARP1 antibody in HeLa, MCF7, CNE-2 and
HCT116 cells after X-ray irradiation. IRCs were treated with (1) FM and (2) CM, for 11.5 h (i.e. until 12 h post-irradiation) and
immunofluorescent staining was performed. Scale bar = 25 μm. (b) Fluorescent intensities of PARP1 obtained after treatments with
FM and CM in HeLa, MCF7, CNE-2 and HCT116 cells. Data were analysed using Student’s t-test: two-sample assuming unequal
variances following one-way ANOVA. ∗ P < 0.05, ∗∗ P < 0.01 and error bars represent ± SD.
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Fig. 13. The PARP1 fluorescent intensities were significantly lower for
IRCs treated with CM + BAY5 and the NF-κB fluorescent intensities
were significantly lower for IRCs treated with CM + OLA, when
compared to those for IRCs treated with CM alone. In other words,
PARP1 was translationally reduced in IRCs treated with the NF-κB
inhibitor, and NF-κB was translationally reduced in IRCs treated with
the PARP1 inhibitor, which further supported the occurrence of the
positive feedback loop between PARP1 and NF-κB in RIRE.

DISCUSSION
It was established that production of inflammatory cytokines in downstream signaling pathways was involved in RIBE [56]. For example,
TNF-α, a pro-inflammatory cytokine, was found to be involved in
bystander signaling mediated by high-dose ionizing radiation by
regulating pro-survival signaling [27]. TNF-α, when released through
autocrine or paracrine signaling, would be bound to its receptor,
tumor necrosis factor receptor (TNFR), due to radiation-induced
oxidative stress in cancer tumor cells [57]. The TNF-α–TNFR
complex recruited several intracellular proteins by promoting the phosphorylation of inhibitor of nuclear factor kappa B (IκBα) and NF-κB
activation [58]. Thus, the TNF-α–TNFR complex phosphorylated

various downstream target proteins to enhance cell survival that led to
co-activation
of
NF-κB-dependent gene expression [59]. In previous research,
participation of the NF-κB response pathway in RIRE was revealed,
presumably involving several anti-apoptotic proteins to promote cell
survival [21]. However, TNF-α was also constitutively known to
activate DNA repair enzymes like PARP1 [47]. During ssDNA breaks,
PARP1 was bound to the damaged DNA and was found to catalyze
PARylation [60, 61]. It was also known to be involved in ssDNA
and dsDNA break repair pathways [62–64]. During X-ray irradiation,
generation of DNA strand breaks increased the activity of this DNA
repair enzyme [65] by promoting PARylation [39]. These results
prompted us to examine the role of PARP1 regulation in RIRE.
The first objective of the present work was to examine the involvement of PARP1 in RIRE. We found, as shown in Fig. 3, that the relative
mRNA expression levels of 53BP1 in IRCs treated with CM containing
rescue signals were reduced by 70–75% when compared with those in
IRCs not treated with CM, which revealed an increased accumulation
of checkpoint proteins in response to DNA damage [66]. An increase
in 53BP1, a mediator of the DNA damage checkpoint, increased the
phosphorylation of several downstream checkpoint effector proteins
that further recruited DNA repair proteins at the sites of DNA lesions
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Fig. 8. Relative mRNA expression levels of 53BP1 in irradiated HeLa, MCF7, CNE-2 and HCT116 cells treated with (1) FM,
(2) CM, and (3) CM + OLA having previously conditioned the bystander cells (partnered with IRCs) for 1 h, followed by the
replacement of media with FM and incubation until 12 h post-irradiation. Data were analysed using Student’s t-test: two-sample
assuming unequal variances. ∗ P < 0.05, ∗∗ P < 0.01 and error bars represent mean ± SD.
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[66]. The co-localization of 53BP1 and γ H2AX foci upon irradiation
of cells as illustrated in Fig. 5 was commensurate with similar findings
at the sites of DNA lesions [67, 68]. In particular, phosphorylation
of H2AX at Ser-140 due to DNA damage enhanced the interaction
between γ H2AX and 53BP1, which led to an increased accumulation
of 53BP1 foci at the sites of dsDNA breaks in IRCs with or without treatment with CM [40]. In addition, the co-localization factors,
which represented the degrees of co-localization [45], in IRCs treated
or not treated with CM containing rescue signals were compared.
Results shown in Fig. 6 indicate larger co-localization factors in IRCs
not treated with CM, implying increased accumulation of DNA damage under this condition [40, 44]. This observation confirmed the
presence of cellular-radiation-induced rescue effects in the cell lines.
We also found, see Fig. 4, that the relative mRNA expression levels
of PARP1 in IRCs treated with CM were reduced when compared with
those in IRCs not treated with CM. Since 53BP1 and γ H2AX localized
at DNA damage sites post-irradiation [40, 69], the localization of these
proteins could act as a surrogate for the manifestation of RIRE, so
our results illustrated that PARP1 was involved in RIRE. In addition,
upregulation of PARP1 activity was also observed in cells [70, 71].
We further captured and compared immunofluorescence images of
IRCs stained with the anti-PARP1 antibody, and the results, shown in
Fig. 7, revealed significant reduction in the PARP1 fluorescent inten-

sities of IRCs treated with CM, which further confirmed the involvement of protein expression levels of PARP1 in RIRE. In addition, our
results shown in Fig. 8 demonstrated that IRCs treated with the PARP1
inhibitor, OLA, led to a higher expression of 53BP1 when compared to
those IRCs treated with CM alone. OLA was known to selectively bind
to and inhibit the PARP1-mediated repair of ssDNA breaks [72]. In
fact, a related study found that the expression of 53BP1 was increased
due to accumulation of DNA breaks in the absence of PARP1 [73].
PARP1 inhibition was also known to cause genomic instability and
defective homologous repair that might lead to accumulation of unrepaired ssDNA and dsDNA breaks [74]. Our results here illustrated that
in the absence of PARP1, the number of DNA breaks in the IRCs was
increased and thus RIRE was attenuated, which again supported that
PARP1 was involved in RIRE.
Upon confirmation of involvement of PARP1 in RIRE, it was
pertinent to study the relationship between the expression of PARP1
and the NF-κB pathway in the IRCs in RIRE, since activation of
the NF-κB pathway was previously found to be responsible for
triggering RIRE [4, 21, 22]. The second objective of the present
work was to explore the positive feedback loop between PARP1
and NF-κB in RIRE. Our results shown in Fig. 9 revealed that the
mRNA expression levels of NF-κB in IRCs treated with CM having
previously conditioned the bystander cells (partnered with IRCs)
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Fig. 9. Relative mRNA expression levels of NF-κB in irradiated HeLa, MCF7, CNE-2 and HCT116 cells treated with harvested
CM/CM + OLA having previously conditioned the bystander cells (partnered with IRCs) for 1 h, followed by the replacement of
media with FM and incubation until 12 h post-irradiation. Data were analysed using Student’s t-test: two-sample assuming unequal
variances. ∗ P < 0.05, ∗∗ P < 0.01 and error bars represent mean ± SD.
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Fig. 11. Representative images from immunofluorescence staining with anti-PARP1 antibody in HeLa, MCF7, CNE-2 and HCT116
cells after X-ray irradiation. IRCs were treated for 30 min with 15 mL of (1) CM and (2) CM + BAY5 post-irradiation. After the
various treatments for 30 min, 15 mL of FM was used to replace the medium in the recipient dishes for 11.5 h (i.e. until 12 h postirradiation) and immunofluorescent staining was performed. Scale bar = 25 μm.
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Fig. 10. Relative mRNA expression levels of PARP1 in HeLa, MCF7, CNE-2 and HCT116 irradiated cells treated with harvested
CM/CM + BAY5 having previously conditioned the bystander cells (partnered with IRCs) for 30 min, followed by the replacement
of media with FM and incubation until 12 h post-irradiation. Data were analysed using Student’s t-test: two-sample assuming
unequal variances. ∗ P< 0.05 and error bars represent mean ± SD.
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Fig. 13. Fluorescent intensities of PARP1 and NF-κB obtained after treatments with (1) CM and CM + BAY5 and (2) CM and
CM + OLA, in HeLa, MCF7, CNE-2 and HCT116 cells. Data were analysed using Student’s t-test: two-sample assuming unequal
variances following one-way ANOVA. ∗ P < 0.05, ∗∗ P < 0.01 and error bars represent mean ± SD.
together with the PARP1 inhibitor OLA were significantly lower than
those in IRCs treated with CM only. Similarly, the results shown in
Fig. 10 revealed that the mRNA expression levels of PARP1 in IRCs
treated with CM having previously conditioned the bystander cells
(partnered with IRCs) together with the NF-κB inhibitor BAY5 were
significantly lower than those in IRCs treated with CM only. In other
words, NF-κB was transcriptionally reduced in IRCs treated with the

PARP1 inhibitor, while PARP1 was transcriptionally reduced in IRCs
treated with the NF-κB inhibitor. Furthermore, the PARP1 fluorescent
intensities obtained from the captured immunofluorescence images
shown in Figs 11 and 13 were significantly lower for IRCs treated
with the NF-κB inhibitor BAY5. In addition, the NF-κB fluorescent
intensities obtained from the captured immunofluorescence images
shown in Figs 12 and 13 were significantly lower for IRCs treated with
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Fig. 12. Representative images from immunofluorescence staining with anti-NF-κB p65 antibody in HeLa, MCF7, CNE-2 and
HCT116 cells after X-ray irradiation. IRCs were treated for 1 h with 15 mL of (1) CM and (2) CM + OLA post-irradiation. After
the various treatments for 1 h, 15 mL of FM was used to replace the medium in the recipient dishes for 11.5 h (i.e. until 12 h postirradiation) and immunofluorescent staining was performed. Scale bar = 50 μm.
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the PARP1 inhibitor OLA. In other words, PARP1 was translationally
reduced in IRCs treated with the NF-κB inhibitor and NF-κB was
translationally reduced in IRCs treated with the PARP1 inhibitor. All
these results strongly supported the occurrence of a positive feedback
loop between PARP1 and NF-κB in RIRE. PARP-1 proteins are known
to form branched PAR polymers with various other proteins involved
in DNA repair and cell survival [75, 76], while many nuclear proteins
are known to express binding regions for these PAR polymers [77, 78].
Such protein–protein interactions that resulted from PAR formation
and PAR binding modulated the activation of various transcription
factors, like NF-κB [79–81]. In addition, it was observed that NF-κB
regulated the activity of PARP1 in the presence of DNA damage [49,
50], while PARP1 mediated NF-κB activation [47]. It was also found
that PARP1 could not help repair DNA damage in the absence of NFκB [49, 50], while PARP1 was downregulated in the absence of RelA
(p65 subunit) of NF-κB in the presence of DNA damage [51].
With the confirmation of the involvement of PARP1 as well as
the presence of a positive feedback loop between PARP1 and NFκB in RIRE, the TNF-α-induced PARP1–NF-κB positive feedback
loop pathway for RIRE could be constructed as shown Fig. 14. The
inhibition of NF-κB and PARP1 by the inhibitors BAY5 and OLA,

respectively, are also depicted. RIRE has evoked extensive interest in
understanding cancer radiotherapeutics in the past years due to its
implication in oncogenesis. The capability of UIRCs in rescuing IRCs
raised a concern on the efficacy of radiation therapy. The results in the
present paper provide insights into potential exploitation of inhibition
of PARP1 and/or the PARP1–NF-κB positive feedback loop in designing an adjunct to cancer radiotherapeutics. Interestingly, a combination of ionizing radiation and inhibition of PARP1 was proposed as
a strategy for anti-cancer treatment [82]. Here, inhibition of PARP1
was aimed at causing genomic instability and defective homologous
repair that resulted in cell death due to the accumulation of unrepaired
ssDNA and dsDNA breaks [74]. The capability of PARP1 inhibition
in preventing the rescue of irradiated cancer cells by the unirradiated
healthy or cancer cells could provide another advantage of such a
strategy.
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Fig. 14. Schematic diagram representing the TNF-α-induced PARP1–NF-κB positive feedback loop pathway which promotes
DNA repair and cell survival. Activation of NF-κB and PARP1 are inhibited by the inhibitors BAY-11-7082 and olaparib,
respectively.
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